6	PERIODICALS
many subjects'   If special,  is  ,t comprehensive for the periodicals  in  its   field?   Is
any material other than periodicals included?
3;     Period cohered
 a)	Bv the \\hole index—for anything except cut rent work, an index
vh.ch covers 50 >ears, for example, is more than twice as useiul a. a similar
one covering only 25 years
 b)	By a single \olume-a cumulated volume for 5 yeais is easiei to use
than 5 volumes of one year each
 c)	Is the index still in progress, or has it been discontinued ?
4)	Kind of indexing
 a)	Is it complete or selective-—i e, are all articles in a given periodical
indexed, or only such as seemed important at the time? As the emphasis on
articles and subjects changes with the passage of time, the selective index
is much less useful than the complete index   Even the nominally complete
index may omit short items, notices, etc
 b)	By both author and subject?   By author only?   By subject  only?
By title?
 c)	Subject indexing—is it by catch-word subject only, or is it ical sub-
ject cataloging of each article, with a consistent system of subject headings
and cross references ?

 5)	Fulness of information given for each entry—does it include authoi's name,
full title of article, title of periodical (or at least an intelligible abbie\iation of the
title), volume, inclusive paging, date?  While reference to volume and fast page is
enough for the finding of an article, inclusive paging helps the reader b)   showing
the length, and so to some extent the importance, of an article, and the exact date,
in case the index covers several years, enables him to judge whethei the aiticle is of
the right period for his purpose
 6)	Arrangement

 a)	Is it alphabetical, or classed?  In one list, or seveial?
 b)	Is the arrangement convenient, and the type, headings, cross ref-
erences, etc, such that the index can be used quickly and accuiately?
 c)	Number of volumes or parts to be consulted—if the index covers a
long period, or is issued frequently, is there any cumulation of entries?
7)	Promptness of issue in case of a current index    Does a new volume or
number appear soon after the date which it coveis?   Long delay lessens the value
of an index, especially in subjects of current interest
American and English	^*ie   Ploneer  index   and,   though   now   discontinued,
still   an   important  index   to   Amoncan   and   English
index   tO   periodical   literature,	Periodicals, since it covers the longest period, 105 years,
t?pv  PrJ    "Rnct    TTrmo4itrm   1RQ1	and mdexes the larS© total of about 590,000 articles m
r                        con  o     ol ' HoUSht0n> ^l	12,241 volumes of 470 American and English ponodicals
Lpret    yi, C 52 J ^V. ^7cm. Op                 050	a   subject  index   only,   includes   no   author   entries,
	Sunnlement-q    Tan     1£R2-Tfln     1     1007	authors'names appear frequently us ontnes, but only as
Supplements,   Jan.   IttW Jan     1,   iyu/	subject entnes for biographical or cutical m tides about
Bost,   Houghton    [cl8S7-1908]    5v    O p	such  authors    To make  intelligent use  of  the index
Originally ed  by William Frederick Poole, continued	the   student   should   remember   the   following   points
by him and W  I   Fletcher, with the cooperation of	(1) no author entries,   (2) all articles having a dis-
members of the American library association	tmct   subject   are   entered   under   that   subject,    (3)
vl, 1802-81,  1st suppl   1882-86, 2d suppl   1887-91 j	articles having no subject, ie, fiction,  poems, plays,
3d suppl   1892-96,   4th  suppl   1897-1901,   5th  suppl	are entered under the first word of the title not an
1902-1906	article,   (4)  book  reviews are entered  in  two  ways*

